
North Pine Area Hospital District
“Ensuring Local Access to Quality Health Care”

Board of Directors Meeting
June 23, 2020

Meeting was call in via ZOOM

CALL TO ORDER
Ron Osladil, Chair, called the meeting to order at 6:46 p.m. on Tuesday June 23, 2020
via Zoom video conference.

ROLL CALL
Brenda Langseth-Perrault, Secretary called verbal roll call.

Board members present: Catherine Colsrud (Sandstone Township), Andrew
Degerstrom-Hanley (City of Askov), Barb Fischer (Danforth Township), Larry Johnson
(District at Large), Linda Kvasnicka (Park Township), Brenda Langseth-Perrault (Dell
Grove Township), Dennis Liebelt (City of Finlayson), Wayne Oak (City of Sandstone),
Ron Osladil (Finlayson Township).

Board members absent: Fran Levings, Edith Molgaard, Curtis Nelson, Myrna Nelson,
Steve Nelson, Bill Olson, Keith Osgood. Gary Klein was unable to hear the meeting so
left the meeting.

Others attending: Tamm Kritzer (Essentia Health), Steve Schmidt (NPAHD Accountant),
Kris Sundberg (The Links Group), Jennifer Yocum-Stans (Northstar Media), Senator
Jason Rarick (MN District 11).

GUEST SPEAKER, SENATOR JASON RARICK
Sundberg introduced Senator Rarick who was elected just over a year ago due to

the vacancy of Senator Tony Loury's position when he was appointed as the
Commissioner of the MN DHS. Senator Rarick has served in the House of
Representatives since 2014. Nathan Nelson then was elected to fill that vacancy. Senator
Rarick is currently serving on the following committees: Energy and Utilities Finance
and Policy; Jobs and Economic Growth Finance and Policy; Local Government; and
Transportation Finance and Policy. His home town is Pine City and he has one son. He
is a master electrician and electrical contractor in the area.

The senator said that the last year and half has been a little crazy with the special
elections and other recent events happening in our state and that he is pleased to be
working with Nathan Nelson during these challenging times. He is hopeful that the next
session will be able to accomplish more than the previous one, stating that it has been
especially difficult to communicate effectively and negotiate since face to face



interactions were very limited due to the need for social distancing. He stated that they
are all getting more accustomed to communicating in alternate ways.

One important accomplishment of the special session was a 60 million dollar
grant for small businesses, with an emphasis on micro businesses (6 employees or
fewer). This is particularly important to our rural area where there are many such
businesses that may benefit. He hopes to get a jobs and energy bill passed which focuses
on rural electric cooperatives.

The senator was interested in hearing our concerns and needs pertaining to the
area of healthcare, since this is not one of his specialty areas and opened it up for
questions. Fischer inquired about any particular goals he would like to see the senate
accomplish. Rarick said they are hoping to get a tax bill done, with the biggest
component being the Section 179 Conformity with the federal government. He feels this
has consensus on both sides and would be important for farmers, small businesses and
now with the need to rebuild in Minneapolis it could help this process as well. Another
goal is to exempt Social Security income completely from Minnesota income tax but
this is now more difficult as Minnesota no longer has a surplus, but a deficit.
Regarding police reform he said that some changes may be accomplished in the short
term, but he's looking at more long term, more in depth work for other changes. He said
that many are committed to these issues and working together although with the election
coming in November, too many seem to be focused on that rather than working together
at this time.

Fischer also inquired about town hall meetings and how/if this is possible. Senator
Rarick talked about missing local fairs as that has been a great way to have
conversations with people. He said instead he will use social media more, and to begin
have smaller groups together and use social media to broadcast to people who are not
physically present.

Sundberg inquired about our specific area and Covid 19. Senator Rarick said that
our numbers are very good, and except for the Moose Lake prison outbreak, we've been
very good. He spoke of the benefits of rural areas, being spaced out further, being
outside and such. He inquired about need for PPE here for hospital and clinic. Kritzer
reported that the hospital adapted their supply chain and are sitting well with PPE. There
are no Covid cases at the Sandstone hospital. The biggest source of concern is the N95
masks. Senator Rarick offered support if needed.
There were no further questions and Senator Rarick then left the meeting at 7:03 p.m.

APPROVE AGENDA
Langseth-Perrault motioned, Fischer seconded to approve the agenda with the change of
no reports from Fran and Gary's committees, since they are absent. Motion carried.

APPROVE MAY 26, 2020 MINUTES
Johnson motioned and Degerstrom-Hanley seconded approving the minutes from the



May 26 meeting. Motion carried.

PINE MEDICAL CENTER REPORT
Tamm Kritzer, the Senior VP of Regional Operations of Essentia gave the update from
the Pine Medical Center. (Others from Essentia planned to attend the meeting but were
not able to.)

Since the Covid activities over the last 90 days, the Sandstone team has done an
incredible job making sure that the staff and all those entering the campus are safe. The
volumes have declined since the Covid and this is consistent with the rest of the industry
and the geography and northern Minnesota. Our partners at Gateway have also had a
reduction in demand. However, volume is beginning to return, and Essentia is bringing
back many furloughed employees. Essentia has received funding from the federal
government Cares Act and the two disbursements from the state of MN (approximately
3 million and 9 million dollars) are helpful and appreciated but do not offset the
economic challenges the system is facing. Due to the Covid concerns, many patients
have deferred health care, so the hospital census is now going up as a result and many
are of these patients are very, very ill and needing significant lengths of stay. Kritzer
shared that it's interesting looking at the death rate or the mortality rate in the state
overall... it hasn't gone up as a result of the Covid. One would think that the mortality
rate would increase, but it has not. One explanation may be that many of the deaths in
our state are coming from the very old and frail with chronic conditions already. It is
those individuals that are most impacted by the disease today. Over 80% have occurred
in long term care, congregant care facilities. While restrictions are loosening up they
continue to encourage the general population to be cautions, to wear masks in public, to
social distance and take precautions if you are in the vulnerable group. Perhaps the
lower population density and our lifestyle, enjoying the outdoors has helped especially
northern MN have a lower rate.

Johnson, who is a pastor, asked about when they can visit people in hospitals and
care facilities. Kritzer stated that this week they are loosening up visitor restrictions.
People must wear at least a level 1 surgical mask, not just cloth masks.

He also asked about the recent article stating that Gateway doctors no longer be
providing rounds at Essentia Sandstone. Kritzer clarified the changes to the hospital
practice regarding Gateway doctors. Essentia put into place the use of the tele-hospitalist
resource and in doing so informed Gateway that they would no longer be continuing
with the after hours call coverage payments for such. Essentia has specialty trained nurse
practitioners staffing the hospital who have immediate access through the tele-hospitalist
resource to specialists physicians. Essentia health can access this resource and this
results in savings of over a half million dollars a year. This was not intended to displace
Gateway doctors from serving their patients there but they have opted to turn over the
rounding responsibility to the Essentia hospital doctors. Gateway doctors continue to be
part of the medical staff at Essentia Sandstone. Kritzer said that Essentia enjoys the
relationship they have with the Gateway doctors, and that they would like them to join



the “Essentia family.”
Discussion ensued regarding patients records and if hospital doctors would have

access to them given that Gateway and Essentia are separate systems. Kritzer said that
the Gateway doctors have access to Essentia records, she was uncertain if the reverse
was true and was going to check on this. Johnson asked about the written report for the
board from Essentia and who that came from. Kritzer said it was from H O'Brien who is
the acting administrator as well as the Director of Nursing there.

Langseth-Perrault asked about any overflow patients from the Twin Cities to the
Duluth hospitals. Kritzer clarified that the main concern was for staffing and that
Essentia has offered help in terms of offering furloughed staff. Some of them had been
helping out at the HCMC. At this time, this help is not needed.

CHAIRPERSON'S REPORT
Pine Medical Center is doing fine, and continues to serve our community well during
these unprecedented times.
On a personal note, Chair Osladil shared that he heard from Chris Olson and Bill Olson
went in for tests today and received positive news, being that he can be treated with
medication at this time. This is good news!

FINANCE REPORT
Steve Schmidt gave the financial report, referencing the balance sheet, the profit and
loss statement, budget comparison sheet, and referenced the bank statement.
He noted less expenditures as the committees are not as active and mileage is lower due
to lack of face to face meetings.

COMMUNICATION UPDATE
Sundberg reported that newsletters went out early in the month.
She has had some discussions with city of Sandstone Administrator Kathy George
regarding a survey they sent out asking for feedback on local concerns, issues and
Sundberg noted that there was not anything related to healthcare so she is conversing
with them about these ever evolving needs.
She and the finance committee are getting close to finalizing the educational loan
program proposal for health care providers who will work on our campus.
She shared electronically the committee restructuring proposal. The biggest changes are
that Gary and Fran's subcommittees more accurately reflect what these committees focus
on. Gary's committee would be renamed the Capital & Technology Improvement
Committee and Fran's would be renamed the Health Care Needs Committee. Fischer
motioned that we approve the committee restructuring recommendations as indicated,
and the governance committee will make adjustments to the bylaws for them,
Ketchmark seconded. Motion carried.



COMMITTEE REPORT
Finance Committee - Fischer gave the financial report in B Olson's absence – Schmidt
informed them of a need to find a different auditor as the past one no longer qualifies to
do audits for government entities.

Additionally, they reviewed both grants that Essentia shared at the last meeting.
1. $13,048 for two UV sanitizing Clean Slate machines
2. $22,000 for a roof vent to allow installation of a negative air pressure machine

The finance committee proposes that we move forward with approving both of these
grant requests. Johnson motioned to approve these grants, Langseth-Perrault gave the
second. Kvasnicka inquired about where the funding would come from for these, would
it be from a committee or general funds? Moving forward the initial inquiry would
come through Gary's committee, then the finance and executive committees would
review. Motion carried unanimously.

The finance committee is working with Steve Schmidt and Kris Sundberg on
finalizing details for the educational loan program.

Governance committee – did not meet but as chair of such Fischer spoke about the need
to review the lease during this uncertain time of the Covid and healthcare. She stated
that in reviewing the lease (which directors have copies of the summary), directors
should know that the lease is solid and NPAHD is protected regardless of what
circumstances may bring.

Strategic Plan Subcommittees – no reports due to absences.

OLD BUSINESS
No old business.

NEW BUSINESS
Kritzer wanted to thank the District for the grant approvals and wanted to speak to how
it impacts the work at the hospital. The ability to add negative pressure to one of the ER
spaces is essential especially at this time because of the risk with intubating patients.
If a patient comes in with respiratory distress that is significant enough then intubation
may be necessary, and this process puts staff more at risk. With the negative pressure
space this risk is minimized.
Also, the Clean Slate UV technology allows staff to quickly sterilize PPEs, small
equipment and communication devices quickly and completely which allows such to be
reused again by staff.

L Johnson noted that his term is up at the end of this year and although he has enjoyed
time on the board he is needing to cut back his community involvements and will not be



electing to continue on this board. He asked that we look for others that may be
interested and was thanked by the board.

NEXT MEETING
July 28, 2020 @ 6:30p.m.

ADJOURN
Meeting adjourned at 8:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Brenda Langseth-Perrault


